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Abstract 
Achieving spacecraft autonomy, the goal of the NASA 
New Millennium Project, promises to increase the 
range of possible space missions while drastically re-
ducing costs. individual spacecraft auton-
omy with fixed algorithms is insufficient for 
lilt:t:cu.•l'. New Millennium This paper presents 
the layered learning for flexible control in 
complex, real-time, multiagent environments. Lay
ered learning has been successfully implemented in 
one such domain. Here, potential space-related ap
plications are presented. 

Introduction 
Achieving spacecraft autonomy, the goal of the NASA 
New Millennium Project, promises to increase the 
range of possible space missions while drastically re
ducing costs. However, individual spacecraft autonomy 
with fixed control algorithms is insufficient for meeting 
New Millennium goals. 

This paper presents multiagent learning techniques 
and flexible teamwork structures which are being de
veloped in noisy, real-time environments. These tech
niques are applicable towards the realization of adap
tivity, autonomy, and multiagent pian refinement in 
constellations of spacecraft. This new approach, mul
tiagent layered learning, is a hierarchical, bottom-up 
method that makes use of expert domain decompo
sitions to seamlessly integrate multiple learning mod
ules. 

A preliminary and development of this 
strategy in a complex, noisy domain that requires real
time interleaving of planning and execution has shown 
promising empirical results in flexibly acquiring and 

the learned at different levels of indi-
and team behaviors and Veloso 1998). 

potential 
the control of constellations of 

Significant to be met 
in this endeavor un.,1ut1~:: 
protocols the sp:acE!crcm; 
making that real-time reactions to 
unexpected opportunities and/or coordina
tion of multiple l:>I.J:ctuxL,e~.u 
goal; feedback ~ .. ~ .. ~~~~ 
mance; and "'"'.iUJLUl'. lHl::'LHtJU<l 

certain control 
elude different types of the orga.J.ization of 
the spacecraft into different mission roles is an impor
tant task. Particularly in the event of spacecraft fail
ure, it would be desirable to have a constellation that 
is capable of reorganizing itself in an appropriate way. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 
next section presents layered learning, the general re
search methodology expounded in this paper. The fol
lowing section presents space-related application areas 
in which this layered learning can be used. Then previ
ous and current research regarding layered learning is 
summarized. The penultimate section presents related 
work and the final section concludes. 

Methodology 
Along with distributed techniques studied by all re
searchers in Multiagent Systems, space domains re
quire real-time control in noisy environments. As of 
yet, there has been little work with multiagent sys
tems in such complex domains. Because of the inherent 
complexity of this type of multiagent system, Machine 
Learning is an interesting and promising area to merge 
with Multiagent Systems. Machine Learning has the 
potential to provide robust mechanisms that leverage 
upon experience to agents with a 
of behaviors, effective 

to collaborative achievement 



-~~,····--···~~ to improve an agent's behavior are exam
ined in domains with the following characteristics: 

• several independent agents with the same well
defined high-level goal; 

e a need for real-time decision-making; 

e sensor and actuator noise. 

The agents are assumed to have at their disposal the 
following resources: 

• sensors of the environment that give partial, noisy 
information; 

• the ability to process the sensory information and 
use it to a world model; 

e actuators that affect the environment; 

• low bandwidth communication capabilities; 

• a low-level for ~uJllUJ,Ju!uu:~.~ .. .~u, 

at the multiagent level, agents 
are also into a flexible team structure that 
allows them to dynamically adjust their overall forma
tion as well as their individual roles within the forma
tions. 

It is assumed due to the coJtnp,!e:::~:uy 
v<.Lu • ., .. ~, agents in domains with charac-

teristics are unable to learn effective direct mappings 
from their sensors to their actuators, even when saving 
past states of the world. Thus, the approach taken is to 
break the problem down into several behavioral layers 
and to use machine learning techniques when <>n'nrr>nri

ate. Starting with low-level behaviors, the process of 
creating new behavior levels and new machine learning 
subtasks continues until high level strategic behaviors 
that take into account both teammate and opponent 
strategies are reached. At every behavior level, the end 
product should be a method for choosing an action ev
ery time the agent gets sensory information. The ap
propriate behavior granularity and the aspects of the 
behaviors to be learned will be determined a priori as 
a function of the specific domain. This new approach 
is called layered learning (see Figure 1). 

Application Areas 
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profiles to be framed more loosely and to apply to a 
wider range of environments (Chien 1996). 

Interferometry for Imaging Distant Objects 
A good of the potential bene
fits of multiagent learning techniques to space-related 
problems is interferometry missions for imaging distant 
objects1 . As described in (Chien 1996), consider 

a network of interferometer bearing spacecraft in 
an earth-orbiting configuration, using solar power, 
with limited data storage, and an interferome
ter for imaging distant objects (such as planets 
around nearby stars). 

In this scenario, distributed, adaptive techniques have 
several potential benefits: 
• If any subset of the spacecraft fail or temporar

ily must devote their resources to spacecraft safety 
needs, the remaining spacecraft could continue per
forming interferometric mapping. Although they 
may need to shift to a different target, valuable ob
servation time would not be wasted. 

• If an scientific observation opportunity 
arises, some or all of the constellation could shift 
attention to the event. Lower 

could be handled with resources or 



constellation so as to make optimal use of each of 
the spacecraft to maximize mapping 

Notice that in this application area the constellation 
must be able to handle noisy real-world data about 
spacecraft state and imaging conditions. Furthermore, 
the constellation should be able to respond to unex
pected events quickly, or in real-time. Otherwise op
portunities may pass before they are seized. 

Other Opportunities 
Several other potential multiagent learning applica
tions exist in real-time, noisy situations: 
• As NASA moves towards more frequent missions, 

the of meetings between mul-
""'"'~""c" and stations will also increase. 

is useful so that the mis-
sion is robust to the of 
craft 
avoid the of trn·'m::u·n 

local data to a centralized source. if each 
shuttle and each station is equipped with its own 

then there will need to be methods for 
these schedulers to coordinate their plans so that all 
constraints and goals can be met. 

• Within a complex system such as a space station, 
the same distributed, adaptive can offer the 
same advantages as they do for interferometric mis
sions. Hone subsystem fails or degrades, appropriate 
and timely reconfigurations of goals and/ or resource 
allocations may be necessary. 

• On planetary it may be desirable to de-
ploy several rovers to explore, possibly out of radio 
range from a mothership. Again, multiagent learn
ing in real-time, noisy situations could increase the 
effectiveness or enable the eventual success of such 
missions. 

Previous Work 
Current and past research on layered learning is pri-

m the emerging domain of simulated Robotic 
Soccer (Kitano et al. 1997). An advantage of using 
this domain instead of immediately developing tech
niques in a space-related application area is that the 
simulator already exists and it is being used sev
eral researchers around the world. Thus competing 
systems are being developed elsewhere, which makes 
realistic testing particularly accessible. 

Layered learning has already been successfully im
plemented in the. robotic soccer domain (Stone and 
Veloso 1998). First, clients (i.e. programmed players) 
use a neural network to learn to intercept a moving 
ball. Second, clients use a decision tree to learn the 
likelihood of completing a pass to a given teammate. 
A of these two behaviors is that the clients 
use trained neural network when "'"''"'"''1'~,, .. 5 
ceive the ball decision tree 

Veloso 1998). Such interaction oflearned behaviors at 
'"'"'"="'~"'"behavior levels is essential to 

Additional high-level learned behaviors are also be-
developed. Clients can use the output of the deci-

sion tree to choose whether to shoot, or dribble 
the ball in a given situation. can also learn to 
position themselves effectively on field, both indi-
vidually and as a team. 

These behaviors entail "1-r<>t"•mr 

to counteract opponent :>Lr·atl~Jae:;. 
of a flexible structure 

and Veloso 1997). In this 
structure, each agent has the knowledge to 
fill any team role in any of several team formations. 
Furthermore, the with low-level 
communication or<)tO•COils ..... v '"' ""''"' 

tion ad.'iustmen1Gs 
~>n·mr>n.,•fl with several mul-

"""l'-"""'"' multi-step that can be instantiated in 
the situations. This flexible formation has 
been successfully on real robots as well as 
in simulation (Stone and Veloso 1997). Several learn
ing opportunities exist within this flexible formation 
structure, including when to switch formations and/ or 
positions and how to refine the pre-defined plans based 
on the current state of the world. 

The existing learned behaviors in the robotic soc
cer domain could naturally map onto spacecraft con
stellation controL A neural network could be trained 
to do low level control of behaviors, while a decision 
tree could allow goal-driven commanding in a symbolic 
form. Higher-level collaborative behaviors could then 
be used to control multi-craft interactions such as rel
ative positioning. 

Of course, machine learning should not be used for 
processes that are easily automated without it. Lay
ered learning prescribes the use of learning when hand
coding is non-trivial. Thus, low-level spacecraft con
trol may not need to be learned. On the other hand, 
past control algorithms have been developed only with 
significant time and effort. Machine learning could po
tentially reduce both the time and effort required to 
develop such algorithms for new spacecraft. Further
more, the complexity of coordinating the control of 
several spacecraft suggests many multiagent learning 
opportunities at the higher levels of control. 

Related Work 
aoor<)ac:his somewhat reminiscent 

Architecture 1986) 



top of a set of learned basis behaviors (Mataric 1995). 
Mataric's basis behaviors are chosen to be necessary 
and sufficient for the while rernrumrtg 

and robust as Since Mataric's 
were to learn social such as and for-

with basis such 
each other and the ability to 
into obstacles. 

levels of •u.•'-'~•v•J'""u 
It is in 
machine learning are used. 

In many multiagent domains, there is the need or 
opportunity for teammates to assume different roles in 
a joint endeavor. As described a flexible team
work structure has been developed. In related work, 
Tambe discusses a framework in which agents can take 
over the roles of other teammates in a helicopter
combat domain (Tambe 1996a). In the learning con
text, Prasad et al. have created design agents that can 
learn which role to fill (Prasad et al. 1996). 

In addition to reasoning about roles of teammates, 
Tambe's combat agents can also reason about the roles 
that opponents are in team behaviors (Tambe 
1996b). By recognizing an opponent's action as a part 
of a larger team action, an agent is able to more easily 
make sense of the individual opponent's behavior with 
the goal of being able to predict the opponent's future 
actions. Tambe's work enhances previous work that 
aims at having agents deduce other agents' intentions 
through observation (Huber and Durfee 1995). 

Conclusion 
Layered learning as well as its associated flexible team 
structure are proving themselves useful in the robotic 
soccer domain. Since many of the complexities of this 
domain match the complexities of several space-related 
applications, there is great promise of transferring the 
layered learning methodology to such applications. In 

applying multiagent to 
achieving ::;pi:l.\.:t::cnu 

This research is conducted jointly with Dr. Manuela 
Veloso. Thanks to Dr. Steve Chien for his contribu
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